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Classical scepticism sets an example of a global, systematic, anti-dogmatic ap-
proach. At the same time, it was a product of the Hellenistic culture in which it de-
veloped and was deeply rooted in this culture, absorbing its typical mentalities and
modes of expression. Thus, it is not surprising that classical scepticism ceased to
exist with the vanishing of Hellenistic culture. The reappearance of claims and mo-
tifs originating from the classical sceptical heritage in post-Hellenistic cultures can
be explained by the lasting historical phenomenon of tension between rationalistic
dogmatic trends and other trends of thought. This lasting tension seems to be the
main reason why classical sceptical motifs continued to appear and to be utilised
and reshaped in the transition from antiquity to the Middle Ages and the modern
period by thinkers who challenged the rationalistic dogmatic assumptions of their
period.

In the history of western civilisation, the assumptions of dogmatic thought are
those that have usually gained dominance and hegemony. In contradistinction to
the qualities reflected in dominant dogmatic tendencies, the lasting qualities of
sceptical thought are the ones that fostered critical, nonconformist, unconventional,
creative, flexible, tolerating, daring, sober, and realistic modes of thinking. These
kinds of qualities were exhibited by some of the most original and exceptional
thinkers of various cultures. In what follows, I will try to show how they appear in
the passages in The Kuzari where Judah Halevi utilised classical sceptical motifs,
passages that I discussed extensively in the main part of this study.

Central to dogmatic rationalism is the claim that human reason is humanity’s
best guide. Since Plato’s Politeia, this claim has served some dogmatic philosophers
as the foundation of all kinds of rationalistic utopian visions (with totalitarian rami-
fications) regarding the philosophers’ ability to construct a “perfect state.”1 In The
Kuzari, this claim appears in the dialogue between the Khazar king and the philoso-
pher in I, 2–3, where the dogmatic philosopher states (in I, 3) that the “religion of
the philosophers” is the preferred religious and civil order since it respects all those
who follow reason. The dogmatic philosopher seems to imply here that such a reli-
gion can correct the current state of affairs, in which (as stated by the Khazar king
in I, 2) the relations between the political entities guided by the two dominant re-
vealed religions – Christianity and Islam – are marred by ongoing mutual blood-
shed. In I, 13, the Jewish rabbi counters this claim from the dogmatic philosopher
by implementing the sceptical mode of disagreement regarding the “religion of the
philosophers,” or “the syllogistic, governmental religion to which speculation
leads,” as it is presented here. The disagreements between the philosophers regard-
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1 See, in this context, Karl R. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, 2 vols. (London: Routledge
& Sons, 1945).



ing the beliefs and practices of this religion attest to the limitations of human reason
in the domain of political theory and practice. The implicit conclusion from the rab-
bi’s use of the sceptical mode of disagreement in this case is that political entities
based on the “religion of the philosophers” are expected to fare no better than the
ones based on non-philosophical religious laws: disagreement and bloodshed will
prevail in both cases. Thus, the indirect clash between the philosopher of The Kuzari
I, 3 and the rabbi of I, 13 represents a clash between the utopian idealistic quality of
the dogmatic rationalistic tendency and the sober realistic quality of sceptical
thought.2 The sceptical measure that Halevi uses here is the tempering of the exag-
gerated trust that the rational dogmatists tend to put in human reasoning.

The Khazar king’s formulation of the sceptical “equipollence of counter-argu-
ments” in The Kuzari I, 20 demonstrates the sceptical quality of nonconformism.
Halevi was certainly swimming against the current when he made his Khazar king
doubt what was perhaps the most common and widely accepted argument through-
out the ages: the teleological argument for God’s existence, aka “the argument from
design.” Halevi did not adhere to global scepticism as the Hellenistic sceptics did.
His use of sceptical measures was selective and tactical. As I pointed out above,
calling into question “the argument from design” for God’s existence was such a
daring and unusual step that Halevi chose to give it only a parabolic articulation.
Yet within the framework of this parabolic articulation, Halevi saw fit to use a scep-
tical measure to express his unconventional, nonconformist stance.

The qualities distinguishing Halevi’s discussion of the question of the world’s
innovation versus its eternity in I, 67 are the qualities of creativity, originality, and
tolerance. His predecessors in medieval Jewish thought chose to defend the ratio-
nality of the Torah’s adherence to the doctrine of the innovation of the world by
adopting the approach of dogmatic rationalism, which seeks to demonstrate the va-
lidity of one argument while refuting rival arguments (in this case, the argument of
eternity). Halevi, on the other hand, chose to defend the rationality of the Torah’s
position by applying sceptical rationalism: the Torah’s position does not negate hu-
man reason because the innovation argument has not been refuted, and its relation-
ship to the rival argument of eternity is that of the “equipollence of counter-argu-
ments.” In I, 67, Halevi shows himself to be not only less dogmatic, but also more
tolerant than his Jewish predecessors. Unlike them, Halevi was able to tolerate
some beliefs that are incompatible with the belief in the world’s innovation ex ni-
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2 Another good example of Halevi’s sober realistic voice can be found in I, 114. Here, Halevi puts a
concise analysis of the collective humility that currently characterises the behaviour of the Jewish
people into the mouth of the Khazar king. According to the king’s analysis, this desirable behaviour
(as portrayed in the rabbi’s words in I, 113) is conditioned by their current inferiority and their
dependence on other nations. In the event that the Jewish people achieve political independence
and sovereignty, their political behaviour is not expected to be different from the violent behaviour
that characterises the Christian and Muslim nations.



hilo; namely, belief in the existence of eternal matter and in many worlds prior to
this world. For his part, Halevi allows the holder of these incompatible beliefs to be
counted as “an adherent of the Law,” like the holder of the belief in the world’s in-
novation ex nihilo.3 Halevi achieved this considerable measure of tolerance by
adding a new dimension to the issue under discussion. While his predecessors in
medieval Jewish thought considered the question of the world’s innovation versus
its eternity only from its ontological-cosmological dimension, Halevi demonstrates
the flexibility of his thought by adding and even giving the upper hand to another,
new dimension of this question: the chronology of the world.

Finally, we reach the rabbi’s speech in V, 14, where Halevi distinguishes
Socrates as the one who set an example of a critical undogmatic philosopher. As
such, Socrates stands as an exceptional figure among the host of dogmatic philoso-
phers and their schools in the Hellenistic world. Here, Halevi seems to go beyond
even the Hellenistic sceptics who formed their own schools. In characterising
Socrates as he does in V, 14, as an exceptional figure in his time and culture, Halevi
seems to suggest that the original undogmatic thinker is someone who swims
strongly against the intellectual current of his age, someone who tends to be a sui
generis figure, someone whose place in the history of thought is unique and inim-
itable.4

In sum, The Kuzari supplies its readers with a few, albeit illuminating, examples
of some of the qualities responsible for the enduring contribution of scepticism to
the history of philosophy in the transition from the Hellenistic to the post-Hellenis-
tic period.
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3 Halevi’s tolerance in this case can be appreciated when compared to the position taken by al-
Ġazālī (in the concluding section of The Incoherence of the Philosophers) and Maimonides (in The
Guide of the Perplexed). Both took an intolerant position in denying “the adherent of the Law” any
option but the belief in the world’s innovation ex nihilo.
4 In the rabbi’s speech in III, 1 (140, ll. 11–17 = Bashir, 331), Socrates is the only philosopher who is
identified as belonging to the highest level of philosophers. According to the rabbi’s description
here, only rare individuals attained this level in the past and “there is no hope of attaining their
level today.”




